
Infinity BY BARI JAY

ONE DRESS, INFINITE STYLING POSSIBILITIES!

In Stock for Immediate Shipping!

Pull streamers over bust. 
Twist streamers & cross in back. 
Continue to twist around waist 
and tie in back.

LOOK A

LOOK B LOOK C LOOK D

LOOK E LOOK F LOOK G

LOOK H LOOK I LOOK J

Wearing the bandeau, cross streamers at 
nape of neck. Cross in back & continue to 
twist around waist and tie in back.

Pull streamers straight over shoulders and then
under arms for an open back look. Hold streamers 
under bust and cross them over waist. Tie in back.

Wearing the bandeau, pull streamers over bust, tie 
at the neck & drape them over shoulders. Cross in 
back & wrap around waist. Tie in back. 
(You can also tie streamers at back of neck for a halter look!)

Criss-cross in back. Bring streamers under 
the arms. Flatten one streamer & diagonally 
cross over bust. Repeat with other side. 
Tie in back. (Wear with or without bandeau) 

Wearing bandeau, pull both streamers over one 
shoulder. Twist together down to the small of the back 
then seperate and wrap back around waist. Tie in back.

Pull both streamers over bust . Twist over 
shoulders & continuing twisting while
crossing in back. Wrap around waist &
tie in back. (Wear with or without bandeau)

Repeat Look G only leave streamers flat (do not twist).
Pinch fabric slightly to acheive desired gathering on
bodice. Wear without bandeau for a sexy plunging
neckline & open back!

Pull each streamer to the back. Cross them and 
pull over shoulder then +diagonally across bust. 
Repeat on other side to create keyhole. 
Wrap around waist to secure & tie in back.

Pull each streamer diagonally across bust & 
draping over shoulders to create cap sleeve.
Cross in back & wrap around waist. Tie in back. 
(Wear without bandeau for sexy open back!)

A- WAIST 22-38” / BANDEAU 28-42“
B- WAIST 26-46”  / BANDEAU 32-46” 

LENGTH WAIST TO HEM 48”

**OPTIONAL BANDEAU INCLUDED 

BLUSH           MAUVE             WINE      COPPER  

Available in limited quantities:

FRENCH 
ROSE

DUSK        BLUE FOG             IVY                OLIVE

2022 NEW COLORS IN STOCK NOW!

SIZES

EMERALD     LT. BLUE     MIDNIGHT       BLACK




